
This document will attempt to outline all of the stylistic concerns when writing, editing, and publishing documents to the Arts-POP website.
These guidelines have been set forth by ESA and further honed by QUT to meet stringent requirements by the Australian Government for
accessibility for years to come. They also are trying to ensure an utmost level of consistency and legibility in general.

The more these guidelines are considered from the onset of the writing process, the easier it will be for the Editorial and Graphic/Web
Design processes that follow.

First it’s important to understand the distinction between ‘Editing Styles’ and ‘Display Styles’ that comprise the following 2 sections.

Editing Styles : These refer to the standard grammar, punctuation, and format according to ? style standard.

Display Styles: These are specific to the page layout and design, and address both document versions (DOC, PDF, PPT, etc.) as well as
the web versions (HTML)

You can refer to this WebAIM guide for a comprehensive overview on creating accessible Word Documents.

There are a number of things which we would need to have conformed to in all the Word documents. Coming from so many varied sources
I can see now how they are widely disparate. These would include:

Consistent Font used throughout all documents - we are using Lato (free Google Web Font) for everything on the site but this probably
wouldn’t matter too much if all the word documents were Helvetica or Arial, etc.
Consistent use of Styles in Word across all documents: Heading 1 (we reserve H1 for the page/document titles), Heading 2, etc. Emphasis
for italicised text (if there is customised variations such as italicised Red text then a custom style can be created in Word). The important
thing here is consistency in using the built-in styles as they will then consistently import into our site with the correct Style declarations.
[Note: I see quite a bit of differentiated style choices from document to document here so we could work together on this to decide some of
the choices if that helps.]
Links as just the URL, and when a space is added Word turns these into coded links. You then need to right-click on these links, Edit
Hyperlink and set the Text to display and save. [If not established yet in the manuscripts you would generally use the Page title when
visiting the link].
After this, perhaps saving them all consistently as docx files (not a mix of older doc and newer docx).

This may be a bit forward thinking for now, but if you happen to write in Markdown/Multimarkdown, this is fast becoming the most efficient
way to write for the web (or possibly any other medium). We would welcome documents in this format as they can be easily and reliably
converted in to DOC, PDF, HTML. Essentially any text editor can be used but there are numerous mark-down targeted editors these days.
Microsoft Word could still be used and Track Changes taken advantage of, with end result being saved as simply a plain text file.
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